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Motivation
 Challenges posed by RoboCup Soccer:

 fully distributed, multi-agent domain with
teammates and adversaries

 Large state space
 Hidden states
 Agents have noisy sensors and actuators:

• Limited vision
 Limited communication



Motivation
 Reinforcement Learning:

 Sequential decision making
 Achieving delayed goals
 Handling noise and stochasticity
 Fast decision making
 Multi-agent decision making

 Great test bed for RL
 Keepaway a subtask of RoboCup Soccer:

 Goal: Agent learning in keepaway



Keepaway
 One team, the keepers, tries to keep possession of the

ball from the takers.
 Goal: Longer possession of the ball by the keepers
 Play in a limited region.
 Episode starts with the ball in the keepers’

possession.
 Episode ends when the keepers lose possession of

the ball. Then again, a new episode is re-set.
 Parameters:

 size of the region
 # keepers
 # takers



Keepaway
 Beginning of a 4v3 episode on a 25m x 25m field :

[AustinVilla]



Mapping the Problem to RL
 Keepaway maps to a RL framework that is:

 Discrete-time: the simulator operates in discrete time steps, t
= 0, 1, 2, …  each representing 100 msec of simulated time

 Episodic: each episode lasts as long as the keepers have the
ball. When one ends, another one is re-set and started.

 Each team player must learn control policies independently
 Skills: (high level actions)

 HoldBall()
 PassBall(k)
 GetOpen()
 GoToBall()
 BlockPass(k)



Mapping the Problem to RL

 The MDP is treated as a Semi-MDP
 Temporal Abstraction: Set of “general actions” over

a period of time (options) defined over an MDP:
Semi-MDP. [Sutton et al., 1999]

 Each Semi-MDP action (option) consists of a sub-
policy and a termination condition over an
underlying decision process

 In a Semi-MDP, options are the actions to be chosen
by the agent.



Mapping the Problem to RL
 Each option is relevant only in certain states and

when invoked, primitive actions are selected
according to the option’s policy.

 An option is initiated and terminated after which
the next option initiates…

 Each episode consists of a sequence of states,
options and rewards.

 Immediate reward:



Mapping the Problem to RL

 Option for keepers (without the ball):
 Receive:

 Repeat until a keeper has possession or
episode ends:
• If a keeper in possession, or can get to the

ball faster than this keeper, invoke
GetOpen(),

• Otherwise invoke GoToBall().



Mapping the Problem to RL

 Keeper with the ball chooses between
several options:

 Holdball: invoke HoldBall()
 PasskThenReceive:

 Invoke PassBall(k) to kick the ball
toward teammate k. Then behave and
terminate as in the Receive option.



Mapping the Problem to RL

 Learning process of the keeper with the
ball searches a policy space

 Examples of policies within the policy
space:
 Random
 Hold
 Hand-coded



Mapping the Problem to RL
 Representation of a state used by a keeper by the

following state variables:



Mapping the Problem to RL
 Taker options:

 Holdball
 GoToBall
 BlockPass(k)

 Taker policy examples:
 Random-T
 All-to-ball
 Hand-coded-T

 State variables



Algorithmic Ideas
 Large stat space requires us to approximate the space
 Idea of RL with function approximation is not well

understood
 Sarsa and Q-learning: value function estimating methods
 Sarsa: On-Policy Control

 Approximate the action values for the current policy then improves the policy
gradually based on the approximate values for the current policy

 Q-Learning: Off-Policy Control
 The policy learned need not be the same as the one used to select

actions.
 Q-Learning learns about the greedy policy while it follows a different

policy involving exploratory actions.

[Sutton & Barto, 1998]



Algorithmic Ideas
 Sarsa:

 Best understood of current methods with function
approximation

 Has better online performance
 Q-Learning:

 Q-Learning’s online performance is worse (cliff
example from the book)

 Q-learning can be unstable with linear function
approximation

[Sutton & Barto, 1998]



Algorithmic Ideas
 Sarsa(λ):

 Sarsa with replacing eligibility traces
 Eligibility traces:

 e(s,a) for each state-action pair events
 Temporary records of the occurrence of events
 Only eligible states or actions are assigned credit or blame

for an error (negative or positive rewards)
 λ controls how much credit is delivered back to the state-

action pairs
 Eligibility traces of unvisited (s,a) decay by a factor of λ if

the states remain unvisited

[Sutton & Barto, 1998]



Algorithmic Ideas

[Sutton & Barto, 1998]



Algorithmic Ideas
 In regular Sarsa, a backup is based on just the one

next reward using the value of the state one step
later

 With eligibility traces, backups are performed
based on multiple number of rewards

 Remember that Monte Carlo methods’ backups
are based on all the rewards (deep backup)

 Eligibility traces help the algorithm perform
better on non-Markov tasks

[Sutton & Barto, 1998]



Algorithmic Ideas

 SMDP Sarsa(λ):
 No convergence in the conventional sense
 Convergence only when the action selection policy is

“continuous” [Perkins & Precup, 2003]
 Empirical evidence show that it gives good solutions

 Pseudo code:



Function Approximation
 Why not tables for Q-values? Need to generalize
 Using a limited subset of the state space
 Linear tile-coding function approximation
 “Discretify” the continuous state space (using

multiple tilings) from the point of view of the Q-
values

 Each state belongs to exactly one tile of each tiling
 A Feature Set represents the set of tiles from each

tiling that contain the current state-action (active
tiles):



Function Approximation



Function Approximation



Function Approximation
 Feature set

 Contains the set of active tiles containing the current
state-action pair

 Weights vector
 Contains the weight of each tile
 Generalizes the Q-value for each state-action

 Eligibility trace vector
 Eligibility trace for each tile

 Open-addressed hash-coding is used to store
these values



Function Approximation



The Algorithm
 In basic Sarsa, it is assumed that the agent has

control and queries the environment for next states
and rewards

 In RoboCup Soccer, the agent does not have control
over the environment

 The simulator has control and presents state
perceptions and action choices

 As a result 3 routines are used in the RL algorithm:
 RLstartEpisode
 RLstep
 RLendEpisode



Sarsa(λ)
Routines

ε-greedy
policy



Sarsa(λ)
Routines
Reward for keeping
the ball during the
previous optionε-greedy

policy



Sarsa(λ)
Routines

 For the experiments:
 α = 0.125
 ε = 0.01
 λ = 1 on SMDP steps



Results: Limited Vision

Learning curves for 3v2 on 20mx20m



Results: Field Sizes

Comparison of average possession time



Results: Extra State Variables

Learning with the original state variables plus two more variables



Results: Comparing Q-Learning



Results: Few Agents Learning

Learning curves for varying number of agents learning simultaneously



Conclusion and Analysis
 Strengths:

 Ability to learn in huge state-action spaces with
limited perception efficiently

 Superior performance over a well tuned hand-
coded method

 Great scalability: Smaller fields or  more players
 Robustness to different field sizes
 Robustness to extra relevant  state variables
 Sarsa has faster convergence than Q-Learning

under the same conditions



Conclusion and Analysis
 Weaknesses:

 Learned policies tend to perform worse than hand-coded
on easy tasks (larger fields)

 But how are easy tasks defined? Where do they occur?
 Prone to irrelevant state variables: significant decrease in

learning
 Agents can increase perception by looking around often,

but this happens only when agent is low in confidence
 Why more keepers than takers?

 How about training with equal number of takers,
then test with fewer takers?

 Increase competition? Learning on both teams?



Decision Making

 Without complete knowledge of the world,
agents must model the uncertainty in their
knowledge and make decisions based on those
uncertainties

 So decision making occurs when
 Options are chosen: ε-greedy policy
 Tile-coding: which tiles’ weights to update



Decision Making
 State-action values: heuristics?
 Limited search: limited lookahead?
 Episodic: multiple trials?
 Could ideas in the RL methods here be

applied to decision making tasks like Real-
time search for more efficient learning?

 Could be applied to other multi-agent learning
tasks:
 Team card players: limited perception of the

states/ each round would be an episode



Project  Connections

 Dynamic selection of parameters for LRTS
 In order to outperform the each of the core

algorithms:



 SMDP Sarsa(λ) parameters: α, λ and ε
 LRTS parameters: lookahead d, heuristic weight γ and

learning quota T
 Difficult to find parameters for LRTS to accurately represent

the domain’s properties, need manual tweaking
 Maybe we should address the automated LRTS problem as a

Machine Learning problem and “train” the parameters over
multiple trials

 Maybe the same can be used for SMDP Sarsa(λ) over
multiple episodes

“A long-term goal of machine learning is to automate
representational selections, but to date this is not possible

even in supervised learning” [P. Stone , 2001]



 Results show that the learned policies perform better than the
hand-coded well tuned policies.

 Maybe use RL to learn the parameters instead?
 Represent parameters as continuous state values
 Actions would be parameter re-adjustments: increase/decrease

for each parameter
 Reward: hard to picture
 Learn parameter policies
 Could using learned parameter policies in LRTS create

superior dynamic parameter selection than any manually
tuned LRTS

Project  Connections
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